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English Language Development Plan for the 2022-2023 School Year 
 

Our Why: In the Gervais School District, one out of three students receive ELD services, with nearly an additional 75 
students yearly in monitoring status. The majority of our ELs are our youngest learners: 168 of those students are at 
Gervais Elementary School, whereas 120 EL students are at Gervais Middle and High School combined. The district and 
ELD department believes we have two urgent imperatives as educators in this district regarding ELD: (1) To provide each 
one of them, as individual learners, with the tools they need to access grade-level instruction and equitable 
opportunities for both core and elective classes; and (2) To design and implement an ELD plan that makes the greatest 
long-term use of our resources in a way that provides ELL students with the best opportunities for language acquisition 
as early as possible in their educational experience with us. Bodies of research that suggests there are a greater number 
of predictors towards English language proficiency for early-stage learners than late or long-stage leaners. In other 
words, the most critical stage of language acquisition for our ELs is when they are in their elementary-aged years, most 
notably Kindergarten, 1st, or 2nd-grade. Our district data over time supports this belief: for our ELLs who do not pass the 
ELPA before they exit GES, the likelihood of them passing it before they graduate reduces dramatically. 
 
It is critical to the success of our district, therefore, that we have both a viable ELD plan that is (a) grounded in best-
practice strategies; (b) sustainable with short- and long-term support plans; and (c) malleable to ever-changing needs of 
our student body and instructional staff. Furthermore, this viable ELD plan must be articulated to instructional staff 
district-wide, so everyone understands the vision, the process, and the expectations of it. 
 

The Plan 
A. In past years, there was an inequitable ratio of EL Teacher to ELL student in the district. At GES, there was a 1:168 
ratio, whereas at GMS and GHS, the ratio was 1:60. Therefore: 

• We restructured staffing and schedules for our ELs.  We will be adding a second EL teacher to Gervais 
Elementary School, and with the help of an ELD instructional assistant, there will be an “all hands-on deck” ELD 
posture at GES. An aggressive but attainable plan will be used, with increased levels of instruction, rigor, and 
expectations, to move students through the levels of English language proficiency, such that in four years or less, 
at least 90% of all GES ELLs pass they ELPA before the promote to GMS. 

• GMS and GHS ELLs will be supported by one full-time teacher, one half-time teacher, and several ELD 
instructional assistants. The goal of this shift in resources is that in a short period of time, fewer and fewer ELLs 
will promote from GES to GMS, and even less from GMS to GHS, which will allow the ELD instructional staff at 
those levels to provide incredibly focused and differentiated support, such that every ELL in our district is able to 
graduate on-time with a passing ELPA score. 

 
B. GSD is and will continue to be an EL Achieve Partner District.  You can think of EL Achieve as a provider of curriculum 
(à la McGraw Hill, Houghton Mifflin, etc.). However, unlike traditional curriculum companies who provide curriculum 
that can be taught “out-of-the-box” and in the absence of ongoing professional development, EL Achieve takes a near-
opposite approach. Leveraging regular professional development and a district’s committed desire to reflect ELL 
instruction best-practices in lesson planning and pedagogy, EL Achieve becomes part of who we are and not just the 



material we use. You are encouraged to learn more about EL Achieve by going to https://www.elachieve.org/ or 
reaching out to me. EL Achieve is made up of two elements: Systematic ELD and Constructing Meaning.  

i. During Systematic ELD (see examples here) instruction, English Learners study how English works. The primary 
purpose is to grow student’s English proficiency where language learning is in the foreground of the lessons.  
This is student-centered instruction that supports content-area success by strengthening language abilities and 
teaching the language that native-English speakers already bring to their schooling. Systematic ELD is not 
content-specific (i.e., math, science, social studies) and is taught exclusively by our ELD teachers.  Every year, 
these staff members will receive Systematic ELD training.  

ii. Constructing Meaning (see examples here) is explicit and intentional instruction to support language acquisition. 
Constructing Meaning is content specific (science, history, math, etc.), and your delivery of instruction 
(specifically the words you use and present) are differentiated by English proficiency levels so each student can 
think, discuss, read, and write to the lesson goals. Constructing Meaning is used by classroom teachers, K-12th 
grade.  

a. A monthly Constructing Meaning newsletter will be released district-wide with suggestions and support 
on how to use Constructing Meaning in classrooms. Additionally, building administrators will designate 
one early release training day per semester for Constructing Meaning training. 

i. During our retreat in August, administrators talked about how time will be devoted during staff 
meetings to highlight information coming from the newsletter as well as what staff learned 
during Early Release trainings so Constructing Meaning is addressed frequently at all levels. 

b. I will provide building administrators with a Constructing Meaning “look fors” document and request 
that during all formal and informal observations, administrators use it. Staff will not be evaluated on 
their use of Constructing Meaning, but information collected from this document will better assist 
building administrators and I in providing targeted training to specific needs.  There will be a district-
wide expectation for all teachers to anticipate seeing me in their classrooms regularly to support their 
use of ELD best-practice strategies.  

c. There are still opportunities for you to leverage ELD-specific training you’ve received in the past (i.e., 
SIOP, GLAD). Suggestions will be integrated in the Constructing Meaning monthly newsletters.  
 

C. Flashlight360: the district has adopted an online formative assessment tool called Flashlight360 this year. This 
program was developed specifically for ELLs, K-12, and focuses on six key areas to help them succeed: interpretation, 
fluency, vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and writing. Of note, this program gives ELLs frequent opportunities to 
record their own voice, hear their recording, and write about what they’ve read, as well as providing teachers, building 
administrators, ELD teachers, and I with formative assessment results throughout the year that is expected to be highly 
ELPA-predictive. You can watch a video of what Flashlight360 may look like for an Emerging ELL by clicking here.  The 
program is still relatively new, but it had a small pilot in the Spring and Gervais Elementary piloted it on a larger scale 
during summer school in July, and it was determined it to be highly effective and necessary, as we currently do not have 
any way to assess and monitor our EL student’s speaking and writing. I will work with building administrators to develop 
a plan, so all ELLs, K-12, periodically demonstrate their present moment speaking and writing levels on Flashlight360.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.elachieve.org/
https://www.elachieve.org/systematic-eld/
https://www.elachieve.org/constructing-meaning/
https://www.flashlight360.com/):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PP2uX-sO0DlX1ngmWTFJ78Mf57PUupgs/view
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D. At GES, students will receive ELD support two different ways: (a) integrated ELD, during the entire day, through their 
core content instruction, by way of Constructing Meaning (non-evaluative) and other ELD instructional strategies; and 
(b) dedicated ELD in a 30 or 45-minute block, clearly designated on the master schedule, to address ELD and 
intervention needs for target students. There will not be a self-contained Newcomers class; those students will be 
rostered in general education classes and will receive explicit pull-out support in grade bands (K-1, 2-3, and 4-5) during 
the day from the GES ELD Instructor. At GMS and GHS, students will also receive ELD support two different ways: (a) all 
students, during the entire day, through their core content instruction, by way of Constructing Meaning (non-evaluative) 
and other ELD instructional strategies; and (b) targeted students who are rostered in ELD-specific classes. 
 

It is our core belief that if we provide our students with the dedicated language instruction at their proficiency level 
along with core content instruction that intentionally features and makes visible the language needed to participate in 
each lesson, we will set in motion the acceleration of their language development. This is equity in action. If you have 
any questions about this plan, please ask.  Otherwise, thank you in advance for the work you do, every single day, to 
support our English Language Learners district wide.  

 
Thank you. 
Best, 
Cch 
 

 
 
English Language Proficiency (ELP) Curriculum Adoption. Per ODE, 2022 is an adoption year for ELP curriculum materials. 
EL Achieve is not on the list of approved curriculum options through ODE. If you’d like to know why (from their 
perspective), you may read a document by clicking here. Given other competing needs in the district, we will be 
postponing our ELP adoption and later evaluating if we will pursue an independent adoption of EL Achieve or if we want 
to balance the use of EL Achieve with a future adopted ELP curriculum.  Other EL Achieve partner districts in Oregon who 
successfully pursued independent adoptions include Dallas SD, Eugene SD, McMinnville SD, Salem-Keizer SD, and 
Woodburn SD. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1srKpIvtO9LReEGsPkLXDpoJ6LHW0UgM4/view?usp=sharing

